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Abstract

This thesis explores the efficacy of using a Wasserstein generative adversarial network

to simulate background noise of radio neutrino detectors in order to improve on the

current method of adding real noise to simulated neutrino events. To do so different

network architectures were tested and their performance was compared.

The sample traces generated by the best performing network show good agreement

with some of the characteristics of real noise traces, but are not yet capable of fully

reproducing the detector noise accurately.
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1 Introduction

This chapter contains a motivation for the thesis. It will also introduce the concept of

detecting neutrinos with the radio technique and give an overview of current projects

utilizing this technique.

1.1 Motivation

The main goal of this thesis is to construct and to train a Wasserstein-Generative-

Adversarial-Network, WGAN for short, to simulate realistic radio noise as expected in

the antennas used at RNO-G or ARIANNA.

This noise can then be used in simulating neutrino events. This is important for the

analysis of the actual data, where realistic simulations are necessary. At the moment

noise is added to the simulation, by reading in real data from the detector only con-

taining noise. This process is rather impractical because it requires gigabytes of noise

data to work optimally. Using less data would result in adding the exact same noise

to different simulations. Having to download and store these files to do analyses is

inefficient. Since radio noise is notoriously hard to simulate this is the most accurate

option available right now.

Using WGANs in physics simulation has shown promising results in other applica-

tions. Therefore this thesis is looking into using this technique to improve the process

of generating realistic noisy simulations.

1.2 Radio Detection of Neutrinos

The radio detection of neutrinos is a recently developed technique aiming to detect

Ultra High Energetic (UHE) neutrinos. It utilizes the Askaryan-effect, which is depicted

in Figure 1. A neutrino can interact while traveling through a dense medium and

produce a shower of secondary particles. When this particle shower propagates through

the medium the shower develops a net negative charge via Compton-up-scattering of

medium neutrinos into the shower or by shower positrons annihilating with electrons

of the medium. The negatively charged shower then emits electromagnetic radio waves

on the Cherenkov cone because of the relativistically moving electric charge. This

radiation can then be detected and the information can be used to reconstruct the

neutrino event.

The radio technique has an energy threshold of O(1016 eV) and is therefore specifically

geared towards detecting UHE neutrinos. The longer in-ice attenuation length in the

order of ∼ 1 km of radio signals, compared to the attenuation length of optical signals

of around 100 m, allows a radio detector to cover a larger effective volume, in which

neutrino events can be detected. The radio technique enables us to see neutrinos past
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Figure 1: Schematic depiction of the Askaryan-effect. Source: [1] Page 11

the current energy limitations of optical detectors.

1.3 Experiments for Radio Detection

The first experiment utilizing the radio technique was the Radio Ice Cherenkov Exper-

iment (RICE). RICE was located at South Pole station and operated from 1999-2010.

RICE gave the first insight into operating radio detectors at remote locations and at

depths of up to 200 metres. It also set the first limits on the diffuse neutrino flux from

a radio detector [2].

Considered to be the direct successor of RICE is the Askaryan Radio Array (ARA),

which has been operating since 2010. In contrast to RICE, which used ice-filled bore

holes of the optical detectors AMANDA and IceCube [3], ARA stations use specially

dedicated dry holes. A station consists of 4 receiver strings each equipped with 2 an-

tennas to detect vertically polarized radiation (VPol) and 2 antennas for horizontal

polarization (HPol) [3]. ARA also pioneered the phased array trigger technique in its

last station, which increased the effective volume by a factor of ≈ 2 [4].

Also, in 2010 the construction of the Antarctic Ross Ice shelf ANtenna Neutrino Ar-

ray (ARIANNA) began [5]. ARIANNA uses a surface array concept, where high gain

Log-Periodic Dipole Antennas (LPDAs), capable of detecting broadband radio fre-

quencies both vertically and horizontally polarized because of the antennas geometric

arrangement and not being restricted in size by the bore hole geometry, are buried just

underneath the snow surface. Each station consists of four LPDAs. ARIANNA also
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Figure 2: Left: Planned Layout of the RNO-G station positions; Right: Planned setup
of a RNO-G station; Source: [1] Page 13

utilizes a geographical effect due to being built on an ice-shelf. The ice-water interface

at the bottom of the ice-shelf acts as an almost perfect mirror for radio waves. This

allows downward going neutrino signals to be reflected and then travel back up to the

antennas.

1.4 Radio Neutrino Observatory in Greenland

The Radio Neutrino Observatory in Greenland (RNO-G) is a neutrino detector cur-

rently under construction at Summit Station in Greenland. Once finished, RNO-G

will be the first production-scale neutrino detector utilizing the radio-technique. The

main goal of RNO-G is to make the first observation of neutrinos with energies above

30PeV and up to several EeV emitted directly by astrophysical sources and emitted

by interactions of ultra high energy cosmic rays with photons of the cosmic microwave

background [6, 7].

The planned setup of a station for RNO-G is depicted in Figure 2. Combining the

knowledge gained from all prior radio neutrino experiments the station will consist of a

combination of three strings equipped with a combination of HPol- and VPol-antennas,

placed up to 100 meters deep in the ice, utilizing the phased array trigger and also sur-

face antennas.
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Figure 3: Left: schematic diagram of traditional programs; Right: schematic diagram
of machine learning programs; Source: [8]

Since RNO-G is currently under construction there is no data from the detector avail-

able at the moment. Therefore training of the generative network will be done with

data from ARIANNA as a proof of concept. One can train the network analogously

with RNO-G data once it is available.

2 Machine Learning & GANs

This section focuses on introducing a theoretical background on machine learning and

neural networks in general and on the special case of Generative Adversarial Networks

and their application in a physics context.

2.1 The concept of machine learning

Machine Learning (ML) is a rather young and very interesting topic of computer sci-

ence. Machine learning fundamentally changed the way one can look at solving prob-

lems computationally. The traditional approach to programming would be, to write a

program and feed it into a computer together with some data and receive an output,

as it is depicted in Figure 3 (Left). In this case all the ”hard” work is done by the

programmer. The problem is already solved by writing the program and the computer

only does the calculations in the end.

ML introduces a new approach. Instead of solving a problem by writing a program,

through ML one can write a program, which solves the problem for you. This process

is also depicted in Figure 3 (Right). You take some data and outputs and feed them

into the computer. The computer will then form a program, also called a model. For

example one could try and solve an accounting problem. First you collect data in

the form of a detailed sales record, which lists how many copies of a certain item you

sold in the past years. This data acts as both the data and the output in Figure 3.

The computer then learns rules about the data through a ML-algorithm and can then

predict for example which item will be the most popular one in the next year [8].
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Figure 4: One region of the input beeing mapped onto 1 neuron in a convolutional
layer. Source: [9] Page 2

2.2 Neural Networks

One subset of machine learning are Neural Networks (NNs). It is an advanced field in

ML combining multiple ML-algorithms into a network to solve complex problems.

NNs are built to simulate a human brain by combining nodes, which are also called

neurons, into different layers. The layers are connected to each other. The first layer

is called the input layer, then follow a number of hidden layers and then the last layer,

which is called the output layer. The most basic layer structure would be the fully

connected layer. In a fully connected layer each node in the layer is connected to all

nodes of the prior layer. The output of the node is then calculated via

aout = activation

(
N∑
i=1

ai · wi + bi

)
(1)

where aout is the output value of the node, N is the number of nodes in the prior layer,

ai are the values of the nodes of the prior layer, wi are the weights for the node and bi

are the biases of the node. Activation stands for the so called activation function, which

acts on the sum. Typical activation functions are for example the identity function or

the Rectified Linear Unit function (ReLU), which is defined as

ReLU(x) = max(0, x). (2)

The weights and biases of each node in each layer are then optimized through training

to yield the desired output. Other layer structures that are designed to perform specific

mathematical operations are also possible.

For example one of these possible mathematical operations is convolution. In a convo-

lutional layer the output neurons are not connected to all input neurons, but only to a

small region corresponding to this neuron, which is depicted in Figure 4. This mapping
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Figure 5: Interaction of the discriminator D and the generator G. Source: [11] Page 2

of a small region of the input to one output allows the layer to detect features in the

input regardless of its position, hence the name convolution [9]. These mappings work

like classic filters in image processing and can be trained to apply the correct filter to

the input to improve the output of the array. Convolutional layers allow a NN to learn

the input structure on a more local level, because the filters only depend on a small

field of neighbouring neurons. So for example the output of a certain neuron depends

strongly on input bin two and three but is not influenced by bin 200.

To train a NN one first has to choose a loss function. This loss function is a mea-

sure of how well the NN is performing. Choosing which loss function to use, depends

on the goal of your NN. For example when solving a regression problem, like predicting

the price of an apartment by knowing some limited information about it (e.g. size,

number of rooms, etc.). In this case one would probably use the Mean Squared Error

(MSE) as the loss function [10]. One would train the network by feeding it the infor-

mation about some apartments and then compare the predicted price with the actual

price. Then the MSE of this data sample would be calculated and then the weights

and biases would be adjusted to try and minimize this loss function.

2.3 Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN)

One application of the NN concept are Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs). A

GAN consists of two NNs competing against each other. One is trying to generate

fake samples of a given distribution; this network is called the generator. The other

network, called the discriminator, tries to distinguish between fake samples and actual

data samples. This process is depicted in Figure 5. The generator gets fed a random
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number sample and tries to map it to the desired distribution. The discriminator gets

fed either actual data or the generated fake sample and has to decide whether it is

real or fake. Both networks are trained simultaneously and in competition against one

another. Important to note is, that the generator has no access to actual data; it only

learns from the feedback of the discriminator. Through this process the generator im-

plicitly captures the underlying distribution of the data, a high-dimensional function,

which would be very difficult to construct otherwise [11].

Typically the networks are implemented in a multi-layer structure consisting of con-

volutional and/or fully connected layers [11]. Training these networks is done by first

defining a value function, which depends on both the discriminator and the generator:

V (G,D) = Epdata(x) log(D(x)) + Epg(x) log(D(G(x))) (3)

with E being the expected value, pdata(x) the probability distribution of the data and

pg(x) the probability distribution of the generated sample. Then optimization is done

by solving

max
D

min
G
V (D,G). (4)

The training is then performed by fixing the parameters of one network while optimiz-

ing the parameters of the other network and vise versa. In [12], Goodfellow et al. show,

that for a fixed generator a unique optimal discriminator exists, which has the form

D∗(x) = pdata(x)
pdata(x)+pg(x)

and that for this optimal discriminator the optimal generator has

the form pg(x) = pdata(x).

In theory this process should result in an optimal generator and discriminator, but

there are several reasons why training a GAN like this is challenging and in most cases

unstable. One of the more important reasons why this is the case is the problem of

vanishing gradients. This was explained by Arjovsky et. al. [13]. They state, that

data samples reside on a manifold in a high dimensional space X of all possible repre-

sentations of a given data type, e.g. a N × N colour image. Typically this manifold

only covers a small part of the entire space X. Therefore the data samples and also

the synthetic samples from the generator should only occupy a small part of X. They

then prove, that data in support pg(x) and pdata(x) lie in a lower dimensional space

than X. This allows for both distributions to have zero overlap. In this case there

would be a discriminator, that could tell apart real and synthetic samples with 100%

accuracy. This would lead to the discriminator error converging to zero very quickly,

which in return results in vanishing gradients used to update the generator-parameters

and therefore no progress in generator training would be possible.

Another problem in GAN training with the above defined value function is, that train-
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ing the Generator with a non-optimal Discriminator is less meaningful or even inaccu-

rate. This can be resolved by exploring alternative cost functions.

2.4 Wasserstein-Generative-Adversarial-Networks (WGANs)

To solve the problems stated in the last section Arjovsky et. al. proposed the so called

Wasserstein-GAN [14], which uses an approximation of the Earth Mover (EM) distance

also called Wasserstein-1 distance

W (Pr, Pg) = inf
γ∈

∏
(Pr,Pg)

E(x,y)∼γ [‖x− y‖] (5)

where
∏

(Pr, Pg) stands for the set of all joint distributions γ(x, y) whose marginals

are the real probability distribution Pr and the generated probability distribution Pg.

γ(x, y) can be thought of as the mass needed to be moved to transform Pr into Pg

and the EM-distance calculates the cost of the optimal transportation path. Since the

infimum in equation 5 is hard to deal with, Arjovsky et. al. get rid of the infimum by

using the Kantorovich-Rubinstein-duality [15], which results in

W (Pr, Pg) = sup
‖f‖Lip≤1

Ex∼Pr [f(x)]− Ex∼Pg [f(x)]. (6)

This procedure approximates the EM-distance because it imposes a limitation on f to

be 1-Lipschitz-continuous. The requirement can be expanded to include k-Lipschitz-

continuous functions with a constant k, because this only adds a multiplicative factor

k to Equation 6. This k-Lipschitz-constraint is best imposed upon the discriminator

by adding a term to the loss function, which penalizes gradients unequal to 1. This

gradient penalty loss function looks as follows:

GP (xr, xg) = E[f(xr)]− E[f(xg)]− λ · E[(‖∇f(û)‖2 − 1)2] (7)

with λ being a hyperparameter to scale the gradient penalty. The mixture term

û = εxr − (1− ε)xg (8)

takes a random weighted average of the real data samples xr and the generated samples

xg. The weight ε is sampled from a uniform distribution with values between 0 and 1.

Using the approximate Wasserstein-distance as the loss function in GAN training solves

many problems from the orginal GAN setup. Firstly, it is more suited for GAN train-

ing because it converges more consistently than other loss functions, which is shown in

[14]. Secondly, it solves the problem of vanishing gradients because of the k-Lipschitz-
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constraint.

2.5 Applications of GANs in a physics context

As already mentioned in Section 1.1, since the first paper introducing the GAN struc-

ture by Goodfellow et. al. [12] was published in 2014, GANs have been used in multiple

different applications with a physics context and have shown very promising results.

For example the GAN framework was first used in a HEP context by Paganini et. al.

in 2018 [16]. They tried to simulate 3d calorimeter particle showers for LHC detectors

using the standard GAN architecture. They achieved a speedup of O(102) compared

to the classical simulation, but the GAN could not reproduce the simulation with the

necessary accuracy. This process was later improved by Erdmann et. al. [17]. They

used the WGAN architecture and improved the speedup factor, which they state to be

between 10 and 6660 compared to the simulation, depending on the simulated shower

energy and the computer setup used to run the WGAN. Their results also show, that

the trained WGAN produces samples, which show good agreement with the classical

simulation in various typical observables for calorimeters.

3 Applying GANs to noise from radio detectors

This section focuses on constructing and training a WGAN for radio detector noise.

It also includes a discussion of the structure of the data set used for training and a

comparison of the training performance of the different networks.

3.1 The training data set

As already mentioned in section 1.3, the data set used to train the GAN was recorded

by one of the stations at the ARIANNA detector. The data set used is run 225 from

station 32, which contains events recorded between 22.02.2017 and 04.04.2017. The

station consists of four LPDAs, which are recording events in 256 time bins at a sam-

pling rate of 1GHz. The data set contains 109446 events with four noise traces in each

event. For the detector to record an event, the recording needs to be triggered. There

are two main types of triggers used by ARIANNA. The first one is the forced trigger,

where the detector is read out periodically without a significant increase in signal inten-

sity in the detector. The other trigger type is called thermal trigger. Here the detector

is read out, when an antenna measures an intensity, that surpasses a threshold. Out of

the 109445 events in run 225, 46336 of the events were triggered by a forced trigger and

63109 events by a thermal trigger. This section will cover important characteristics of

the data set, which should be reproduced by a well performing GAN.
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Figure 6 shows four noise traces randomly sampled from different events and a his-

togram, which shows the amplitude distribution of all individual time bins in the entire

data set, as well as only forced triggers and only thermal triggers. One can see that

the intensity varies strongly between different traces. The distribution shows a rather

complex shape with a primary peak at 25 mV, which indicates, that there is a DC-

component in the data, and two side peaks symmetrically placed at approximately

±550 mV. One can see, that these side peaks only show up in thermal trigger events.

Another important characteristic of this type of data is its frequency spectrum. The

transformation between time domain and frequency domain is performed via Fourier

transformation with the FFT algorithm. To achieve power conservation in the Fourier

transform the spectra are normalized by adding a multiplicative factor of
√

2 when

transforming from time to frequency space and a factor of 1√
2

for the inverse trans-

formation. The average spectrum of the data set is depicted in Figure 7. It shows

a large peak at 0 MHz, which stems from the DC-component. More importantly the

spectrum has a large 3-peaked structure at 100 MHz and another smaller peak at 190

MHz. Beyond 200 MHz the frequency intensity falls off to an almost constant value

with small variations.

In Figure 8 the frequency spectra of 1000 different traces are plotted next to each

other in a color plot. Yellow color represents high intensity and blue color low intensity.

The horizontal yellow lines show the frequencies, which are present with high intensity

in all traces. The vertical yellow lines visible in the plot suggest, that the overall inten-

sity of traces over the entire frequency spectrum varies strongly across different events.

This vertical structure is best visible around 100 MHz, because the antenna response

is largest in this frequency band.

Another thing to look at is, where the event-to-event intensity variability comes from.

500 randomly selected forced triggered events and 500 randomly selected thermal trig-

gered events are plotted next to each other in Figure 9 . The first 500 events are forced

trigger events and the second 500 events thermal trigger events. One can see, that the

forced trigger events show consistently low intensity compared to the thermal trigger

events. The thermal trigger events show small variations in intensity, but the variabil-

ity is not as strongly present as before sorting the events by their trigger. This means,

that the intensity variability of the data set mostly stems from the differently triggered

events in the data set. Therefore, when a generator network learns to correctly repro-

duce this variation in intensity, it also learns to reproduce the ratio between forced and

thermal trigger events.

It is also interesting for training, whether there is a difference between the traces from

different channels. In Figure 10 the amplitude distribution of all time bin values in the
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Figure 9: Frequency plot of 1000 different traces; the first 500 traces are forced trigger
events, the last 500 are thermal trigger events

data set is depicted for each channel separately. One can see, that there is no signif-

icant difference between the four channels distributions. Figure 11 shows the average

frequency spectra of the four channels separately. Looking at the different spectra one

can see, that all spectra have similar shapes. Channel one, three and four also have

similar overall intensity. Channel two shows a lower intensity at around 100 MHz than

the other three channels.

Overall, one can see, that both the amplitude distribution of the time bins and the

frequency spectra are similar for all channels. Therefore it is reasonable, to train the

network on traces from all channels without differentiating between them.

3.2 Designing the Network Architecture and the Training Loop

The programming for this thesis is done with python and utilizes tensorflow’s Keras

API for its ML and NN algorithms. Building a WGAN consists of two main steps.

Firstly, one has to choose the network structure for both the generator and the dis-

criminator, which is also called critic, in the WGAN context. In this thesis two network

architectures are compared. The network structure of the first model utilizes only fully

connected layers, which are called dense layers in Keras. The networks used are de-

picted in Figure 12. This type of figure shows the layer type, the input shape and the

output shape of each layer in a network. The arrows also indicate the order, in which
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Figure 10: Amplitude distribution of the four channels separately; all triggers (blue),
only forced triggers (orange), only thermal triggers (green); Top left: channel 1, Top
right: channel 2, Bottom left: channel 3, Bottom right: channel 4
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Figure 12: Fully connected network architecture; Left: Critic Network, Right: Gener-
ator Network

the input gets passed through the network. Both the generator and the critic take an

input array of shape (batch-size,256), where the batch-size represents the number of

outputs the network generates. For example, if batch-size=1, the generator produces

one synthetic trace, if batch-size=1000, 1000 traces are generated. Both networks also

use one hidden dense layer. The output layer of the generator produces an array with

shape (batch-size, 256), since the actual traces contain 256 time bins each. The critic

output is an array of shape (batch-size,1).

The second model adds a convolutional layer to the prior model. This model is shown

in Figure 13. This layer applies filter matrices to the input, which aids in pattern

recognition and allows the network to learn local structures more easily than a net-

work utilizing only fully connected layers. An average pooling layer was also added to

the generator to reduce the dimension and thereby the amount of network parameters,

which improves computation speed. The pooling layer takes the average value of three

adjacent neurons.

The second step is to write a training loop for the WGAN. This includes choosing

the (hyper-)parameters, defining the training models for critic and generator and then

performing the training. For this thesis the ’Wasserstein GAN for physics simulation’

example from RWTH Aachens VISPA cluster [18] was used as a starting point for

the training loop. The training loop in the VISPA example was constructed to repro-

duce 2D images instead of the 1D traces of the radio antennas covered in this thesis.

Therefore some of the functions an plotting routines needed to be modified in order

to accommodate the one-dimensional input instead of the two-dimensional data. The

structure of the training algorithm is described in Figure 14. The hyperparameters

were not changed from those stated in Figure 14. The batch size m was chosen to be

either 100 or 200 and training was done for 10 epochs, which means that the entire
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Figure 13: Convolutional model; Left: Critic, Right: Generator

training data set was passed through the algorithm 10 times. The training is performed

by first training the critic ncritic times by taking m real data samples, generating m

samples with the generator and sampling the random weight ε for the gradient penalty.

Then the gradient penalty loss from Equation 7 is calculated and the critic parameters

w are adjusted with this loss function by the Adam optimization algorithm. After the

critic training the generator gets trained once by generating a batch of synthetic sam-

ples, which is then passed through the critic. The critic output is then used as the loss

function and the parameters of the generator are adjusted using the Adam optimizer.

Figure 14: Description of the training algorithm [19]
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Figure 15: Training progress with added sinc-pulse

3.3 Training

To check whether the simple fully connected model is capable of learning the structure

of the data passed to the training loop, a sinc-pulse was added to the training data

beforehand. The peak of the pulse was placed at time bin 100 and added 1 V to the

measured intensity of that bin. This added a structure to the data, which can be easily

identified. Figure 15 shows how the network progressively learns to place a sinc-pulse

with the right intensity at the correct bin.

After that the training of the dense-layer model was performed with unmodified data.

For this training process the batch size was chosen to be m = 100. The training data

was fed into the training loop without randomizing the sequence of events. Figure 16

shows the loss curves for both the critic and the generator. The plot of the critic loss

shows the total loss as described in Equation 7 in red and also the Wasserstein-loss

and the gradient penalty term separately. The critic loss shows a periodically recurring

spike and the generator loss is converging to a value close to zero. This is problematic

because the critic should theoretically converge to an optimal state with a loss close to

zero and the generator loss should not converge.

As already mentioned in section 3.1 the data set used for training covers a time span

of approximately 6 weeks. Therefore it is likely, that the data set, in its original order,

contains some sort of time dependent variability. It is thereby reasonable to assume

that the periodic structure in the critic loss in Figure 16 exists due to this variability.
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Figure 16: loss curves of the dense network (top: critic, bottom: generator)

To test this hypothesis, the training method was modified by randomizing the sequence

of the data set. By doing this any time dependencies in the training data should disap-

pear and result in a converging network. As seen in figure 17 performing the training

this way allowed the critic to converge and removed the periodic structure in the loss

curve. It also improved the training performance of the generator.

The next step was to train the CNN. The sequence of the data set was also randomized,

because it yielded good results with the fully connected network. The batch size was

set to m = 200, because training of NNs is a statistical process and therefore having

a bigger batch should result in a more stable training process. Another important

thing to note about the training process is, that the data was read in with a different

reader than the one used for the other networks. This alternate noise reader allows

to read in the data set in smaller batches, which results in only the data needed for

1 training iteration being stored in memory at once. This was necessary because the

CNN produces large arrays in the convolutional layer, which require more memory and

having the entire data set read in and stored in memory in addition to the memory

demands of the network would have exceeded the capacity of the computer used for

training. This new reader also creates new problems. Firstly, not having the entire

data set read in for the entire training means, that instead of reading in the data once

in the beginning, the entire data set has to be read in for each epoch of training, which

slows down the training loop. Secondly, the bunches are read in in the original order

of the data set. For example if a data set would be divided into ten bunches, the data
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Figure 17: loss curves from training with a randomized data set

in the bunches would be in the original order and the reader only randomizes the order

in which the bunches are returned, e.g. in one iteration of the reader the first bunch to

be returned could be the sixth bunch and in another iteration it is the fourth bunch. It

is then possible to randomize the order in each bunch separately but fully randomizing

the order is not possible.

Figure 18 shows the loss curves for the CNN-GAN. One can see, that there is a strong

variability in the Wasserstein- and the GardientPenalty-term of the critic loss. This

sort of behavior is typical for more complex network structures, where its more likely

for the optimizer to find a parameter configuration, which is good at minimizing the

Wasserstein loss but does not fulfill the k-Lipschitz-criterium and is therefore penalized

by the gradient penalty. This is why there are these spikes in the critic loss curve. The

minimization of the generator loss was quite successful, but this has to be taken with a

grain of salt because the critic had not converged after the training loop and therefore

the generator loss might not be calculated based on an optimal critic. Further training

could be necessary to fully optimize the network.
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Figure 18: Top: critic loss curve of the CNN; bottom: generator loss curve of the CNN

During the analysis of the network performance concerning physical properties of the

generated samples, which will be covered in the next section, it was discovered, that

the networks struggled to fully capture the structure of the actual data in the frequency

domain. To try and help the network in learning this structure it was tested, whether

modifying the data in the frequency domain could improve training performance. In

section 3.1 it was already mentioned, that the data contains a DC-component. This

DC-offset contains no important information for reconstructing the neutrino events.

Therefore removing this DC-offset from the data could allow the network to focus on

learning the important characteristics of the data set. To test this hypothesis the

data was modified in the frequency domain before training. A Fourier transformation

was performed on the data, the bin representing the DC-offset was set to 0 and then

the spectrum was transformed back into time domain and used for training. Due to

the high computational demand of training the CNN, this process was only tested on

the fully connected network. Figure 19 shows the loss curves from training the dense

network with the Fourier modified data. One can see, that the overall shape of the

critic loss looks similar to the shape of the dense generator trained on data with the

DC-offset. The critic loss shows variability similar to the loss curve of the CNN critic
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Figure 19: Top: critc loss curve for the Fourier modified training; bottom: generator
loss curve for the Fourier modified training

but opposite to the CNN critic the variability of the critic loss decreased again in the

last training iterations for the dense network. The shape of the generator loss follows

the development of the critic loss. At around iteration 2100 the generator loss has a

minimum. This position corresponds to approximately critic iteration 10500, because

for each generator iteration the critic is trained five times. After this point the critic

goes into a phase of low loss, which corresponds to a strong critic and therefore the

generator loss rises. Once the critic loss approaches zero again the generator loss starts

going down.

4 Performance of the GANs

The following section will cover an analysis of the performance of the different networks

and training methods. First, the accuracy of the generators will be analysed by looking

at important physical characteristics of the real data set and how well the synthetic

traces reproduces them. After that it will be discussed, whether and if so how much
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Figure 20: Noise traces sampled from real data and the different NNs. Order from top
to bottom: real data, dense GAN, dense GAN trained on the randomized data set,
CNN GAN, dense GAN trained on the Fourier modified data set

the computational performance of the GANs improve on the currently used method to

get realistic noise.

4.1 By eye comparison

First, real and synthetic noise traces are inspected visually. Figure 20 shows noise

traces sampled from the real data and the generators. One can see, that real traces

vary in intensity. Some traces are low intensity and have maximum amplitudes close to

zero, other traces amplitudes get as large as 400-500 mV. Looking at traces produced by

the generators one can see, that the dense generator trained without the randomized

data set and the CNN generator do not produce enough traces with high intensity.

The dense generator trained with randomized data and the one trained with Fourier

modified data produce traces of the correct intensity and intensity variability. By eye

they could be mistaken for real noise traces.
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Figure 21: Amplitude distribution of the dense generator

4.2 Amplitude distribution

The next step in analysing the accuracy of the synthetic data is to look at the overall

amplitude distribution in the data set. As already seen in Figure 6, the histogram of

all time bin values of the data set has a characteristic 3-peaked shape with peaks at

25 mV and ±550mV. First, the amplitude distribution of the dense generator, which

is depicted in Figure 21, will be compared with the actual data. Looking at the his-

togram it becomes apparent, that this generator is not able to reproduce the real

distribution accurately. Instead of the three expected peaks, there is only one at 35

mV. The shape of the center peak is also not as sharp as the one of the real distribution.

The voltage distribution of the dense GAN trained on randomized data is shown

in Figure 22. This distribution looks closer to the actual data than the one from the

GAN trained on non-randomized data. The generator reproduces the sharp peak at

23 mV. Other than that there are still some differences in the distributions. The gener-

ator was not able to capture and reproduce the three-peaked shape of the distribution.

Also the minimal value present in the generated distribution is U = −1500 mV, which

is almost two times the minimal value occurring in the real distribution.

The distribution synthesized by the CNN generator, shown in Figure 23, looks similar

to the one generated by the dense generator, which was trained on non-randomized
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Figure 22: Amplitude distribution of the dense generator trained on the randomized
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Figure 23: Amplitude distribution of the CNN generator
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Figure 24: Amplitude distribution of all time bins in the Fourier modified data set

data. The center peak lies at 19 mV. The deviations of the generated distribution from

the real data are therefore also the same as for the dense non-randomized generator.

Next, the performance of the dense generator trained on Fourier modified data is

analysed. To reasonably compare the synthetic traces to real data, one has to look at

the Fourier modified data. In Figure 24 one can see, that the shape of the amplitude

distribution is not affected by removing the DC-offset from the data. Only the position

of the three peaks shifted. The central peak lies at −0.15 mV, the two side peaks at

∼ 520 mV and ∼ −580 mV. Figure 25 shows the distribution of the dense GAN trained

on the Fourier modified data set. Other than a sharp center peak there is no similarity

between this distribution and the actual data distribution. The generator places the

central peak accurately at around −1 mV.

Overall, the dense generator trained on the randomized data set captured the real

distribution best compared to the other generators. But even the best result was not

able to reproduce the real distribution accurately. This problem may be resolved by

adding more complexity to the networks, for example by adding more layers.
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Figure 25: Amplitude distribution of the dense generator trained on the Fourier mod-
ified data set

4.3 Frequency spectrum

Another important characteristic of the real data is its frequency spectrum. To check

if the generated traces match the real noise traces in frequency space the average fre-

quency spectrum of synthetic traces is compared to the average spectrum of the real

data. To do so, a sample of 10000 synthetic spectra and real spectra were averaged

and then compared.

Beginning with the non-randomized dense generator, whose spectrum is depicted in

Figure 26, one can see, that compared to the spectrum of the real traces the synthetic

spectrum has a more intense DC-Offset and higher intensity for frequencies beyond

200 MHz. The shape of the most prominent part of the spectrum around 100 MHz is

reproduced by the generator almost perfectly, but its intensity is lower than in the real

spectrum.

Figure 27 shows a frequency color plot comparable to the one in Figure 8, which

shows 1000 spectra of real noise traces. One can see, that the intensity of single traces

sampled from the dense generator does not vary as strongly as is does for real traces.

Especially when looking at the intensity at 100 MHz the intensity is almost constant in

the synthetic sample, whereas in the real data this part of the spectrum the intensity

varies strongly.
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Figure 26: Average frequency spectrum of the non-randomized dense generator (blue:
real traces; red: synthetic traces)
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Figure 27: Frequency spectra from different synthesized traces from the dense generator
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Figure 28: Average frequency spectrum of the randomized dense generator (blue: real
traces; red: synthetic traces)

Next, we take a look at the spectrum of the dense generator trained on the ran-

domized data set shown in Figure 28. The DC-component of the synthetic spectrum

is still a bit more intense than in the real data but not as extreme as without the

randomization. The shape of the generated spectrum at 100 MHz matches the real

data almost perfectly both in shape and intensity. The rest of the synthetic spectrum

is also close to the shape of the real data, but the intensity is lower.

As can be seen in Figure 29, the randomized dense generator also produces traces

with varying intensity as it would be expected from actual data.

The average spectrum of the CNN generator is depicted in Figure 30. The syn-

thetic spectrum does not match the real spectrum. The intensity and the shape of the

structure at 100 MHz are not similar to the real shape. There is also an intensity spike

at approximately 490 MHz, which does not appear in the real spectrum.

Figure 31 confirms what was already visible in the average spectrum. The synthesized

traces from the CNN contain more frequencies beyond 150 MHz. The plot also shows,

that the generated traces do not vary in intensity as much as the real traces.
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Figure 29: Frequency spectra from different synthesized traces from the randomized
dense generator
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Figure 30: Average frequency spectrum of the CNN generator (blue: real traces; red:
synthetic traces)
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Figure 31: Frequency spectra from different synthesized traces from the CNN generator
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Figure 32: Average frequency spectrum of the Fourier modified dense generator (blue:
Fourier modified traces; red: synthetic traces)
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Figure 33: Frequency spectra from different synthesized traces from the Fourier modi-
fied dense generator

The average frequency spectrum for traces generated by the dense generator trained

on the Fourier modified data set is shown in Figure 32 together with the average spec-

trum of the Fourier modified data set. One can see that, as expected, there is no

DC-component in both spectra. The prominent structure at 100 MHz has a much

higher intensity in the generated spectrum than in the real data. The fake spectrum

matches the real one past 150 MHz very well.

The sample of generated frequency spectra shown in Figure 33 also show strong sim-

ilarity with real spectra and the necessary variability in intensity between spectra.

If it were not for the excess intensity of the 100 MHz-structure in the spectrum of the

Fourier modified generator, this generator would be the best at reproducing the real

frequency spectrum.

4.4 Computational Performance

This section will compare the computational performance of the generator networks to

reading in real noise traces. As already mentioned in section 1.1 there are two com-

putational reasons motivating a new method for noise trace generation. Firstly, there

is the time aspect. Reading in real data files is time consuming. Reducing this time

will help speed up simulations and therefore speed up the analysis process for neutrino
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events.

Computation time [ms] speed up factor

reading in real data 2.28± 0.08 1
dense generator 0.28± 0.06 8.14
dense generator (randomized) 0.27± 0.08 8.44
dense generator (Fourier modified) 0.25± 0.08 9.12
CNN generator 1.44± 0.37 1.58

Table 1: Computation time for one noise trace and speed up factor compared to reading
in the data

To test the computation speed the time to read in or generate 7068 traces was measured

and then divided by the number of traces to to get the time it takes to sample one

trace. This process was repeated 10 times and the results of these measurements was

averaged. The results of these measurements are shown in Table 1. The measurement

uncertainties given are 1-σ uncertainties. The speed up factor in Table 1 was calculated

by dividing the time it took to read in the real data by the time it took to perform the

process of the corresponding row in the table.

As expected, all generators are faster than reading in real traces. One can also see, that

the less complex dense generators are almost six times faster than the CNN generator.

A significant time difference between the three dense generators was not found and

also not expected because the three generators use the same network architecture.

All the time measurements were performed on a laptop equipped with an Intel Pentium

N4200 CPU and no graphical processing unit. After seeing the results from Erdmann

et al. [17] one would expect, that the computation times for all the generator networks

would reduce further when performing the simulation on a more powerful computer,

especially when equipped with a stand alone GPU. Reading in real data on the other

hand would not profit from a more powerful computer, which means,that the speed up

factors would become even bigger than they are presented here.

This speed up in producing noise will become even more important for analyzing RNO-

G events in the future because the traces recorded by RNO-G antennas will be almost

ten times longer, containing 2048 instead of 256 time bins, and each event will contain

more traces because there are more antennas in an RNO-G-station than the four an-

tennas from ARIANNA.

Secondly, the generator networks will also reduce the demand on the storage capacity

necessary to do realistic simulations. At the moment one would have to have multiple

gigabytes of noise traces stored on the computer to get a representative sample of noise

to add to the event simulations. These large amounts of data also need to be accessible

for everyone wanting to perform simulations, which means, that these large files need
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to be stored on a server from which they can be downloaded.

Compared to this process the demands of using a generator network are tiny. A

trained dense generator requires only 0.564 MB of storage space and the CNN gen-

erator 6.47 MB. Using a neural network generator also requires a working tensorflow

installation, which adds another 375 MB, but it is still not comparable to the amount

of storage space needed using the current method.

Trying to reduce the amount of storage space required with the current method by

just using less data, i.e. only read in 1000 noise traces, would result in adding the

exact same noise to every 1000th simulation, which is not ideal. The traces generated

by the networks are based on non-repeating samples of random numbers and therefore

unique.

5 Conclusion

In conclusion the results of this thesis show, that the generator networks were able

to learn and reproduce some of the characteristic features of the training data set,

but were not capable of learning its entire complexity yet. Both the big potential

of the WGAN approach in radio noise simulation and the expected improvement in

computational performance were confirmed by this thesis, but further improvements

in optimizing the generator are necessary before the WGAN-generator could be used

in simulations for data analysis.

Regardless of which steps are performed next I would suggest to use a more powerful

computer, equipped with a stand alone GPU, to perform the training, especially when

trying to add more layers to the networks. Otherwise the training loop takes hours or in

some cases even days to complete, which makes experimenting with different network

configurations and training parameters time consuming and impractical. It would be

ideal, if training the WGAN could be performed on a large computation cluster. This

would remove the demands on ones local machine, which could then be used to work

on something else while the training is performed.

With current results the two networks performing best are the dense networks, which

were trained on the randomized and on the Fourier modified data set. Randomizing

the data set improved on reproducing event to event variability and removing the DC-

offset from the data set improved the reproduction of the spectrum. Possible future

steps in improving the network performance could be to explore these training meth-

ods further. One could either try performing more training iterations on the already

trained networks, i.e. use more data for training or training the network for more

than 10 epochs. Another approach could be, to train the network on noise traces in

frequency space and then transform the synthetic spectra back into time domain. One

could also try adding complexity to the networks by incorporating more hidden fully
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connected layers. Another way to optimize the training results could be to try and

optimize the hyperparameters of the training loop to improve how fast or how well the

network converges to its optimal state.

The final version of the training loop can be found at:

https://github.com/nu-radio/NuRadioMC/tree/arianna_noise_gan/NuRadioReco/

modules/io/noise/arianna_noise_gan
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